In many applications more than one curve type is needed to explain the edge data reasonably well. In this paper we present a robust algorithm which is designed to work concurrently with di erent curve types where each curve type selects its own domain of applicability. The major components of our algorithm are: a) A data-driven exploration of the edge data which produces estimates of possible curves. b) A selection which regards the curves produced by the exploration as hypotheses and decides which of them are needed to explain the edge data. c) A robust extension of a least squares algorithm which is initialized with the selected curves. We demonstrate with examples that our algorithm is robust and produces highly accurate results on both dense and sparse edge data.
Introduction
The need to accurately and robustly extract parametric curves from grayscale images has long been realized 10]. The use of parametric curves to describe the edges in 2D images can be understood as a semantic compression which converts the raw set of edgels into a list of geometric primitives. In many applications this lls the gap between the edge extraction and the domain speci c reasoning about the geometric structures. In quality control and calibration, the accuracy of the extracted curves is of utmost importance because the curves are used to measure the deviation from a gold-standard. In registration, e.g. stereo, the robustness of the extraction plays a major role because very often the curve segments are incomplete due to occlusion, or the edge data is sparse due to the lack of texture or contrast in the scene.
Hough transform (HT) and random sample consensus (RANSAC) 1] were introduced to extract parametric curves. The original algorithms are robust, but their computational complexity is enormous and their results are not very accurate. Besides they can deal only with a single type of parametric curves at a time. Several researchers have proposed improvements to decrease the computational complexity 5, 7, 15] (with the e ect of loosing some robustness) and to improve the accuracy 6]. But the major shortcoming that only one curve type at a time can be extracted remains. In most applications di erent types of curves (e.g. straight lines and ellipses) are needed to explain the edge data reasonably well. To sequentially run HT's or RANSAC's for each curve type and to remove edgels that support a curve is not a satisfactory approach because the result depends on the sequence in which the curve types are applied rather than just on the curve types. Furthermore, in a sequential approach the errors propagate from one curve detection to the next.
We present an algorithm which is more general than HT and RANSAC without sacri cing robustness and accuracy. To produce highly accurate results we use a modi ed least squares algorithm (section 3.3) which converges locally to the maximum likelihood position of the curve if it is initialized with a good estimate of the solution. The main contribution of this paper is a general scheme to produce a set of possibilities to initialize the tting procedure (section 3.1). The key idea is a data-driven exploration in which the di erent curve types interact with each other. The problem of selecting the best initialization out of the set produced by the exploration is solved as a global optimization (section 3.2).
In the next section we explain the shortcomings of HT and RANSAC which motivated us to develop a new approach.
Shortcomings of the HT and RANSAC
Hough transform and random sample consensus were introduced to detect parametric curves in 2D images in the presence of outliers, where outliers can be due to noise or pixels belonging to di erent curves.
The HT has been very carefully analyzed by a number of researchers 4, 15, 7, 6] . Their results agree: The enormous computational complexity and the sensitivity with respect to false positives prohibits the application of the HT for realistically complex scenes. This fueled the development of a large variety of modi cations in order to defuse the combinatorial explosiveness and to increase the robustness of the original method. The three most often used techniques to avoid the enumeration of all votes are: Subsampling or randomization together with a stopping rule 15, 5] , data windowing 2, 12] and segmentation 7, 13] . We reject the idea of segmenting the data before detecting the curves because data segmentation and curve detection depend on each other 9, 14]. In many cases connected components are used which work only for dense input data. Occlusion and tessalation may create crossings and branching which may cause severe problems (see gure 2 in which all edgels lie in a single connected component). Furthermore, if the scene has only very few connected components, then the computational complexity is not signi cantly lowered. It is shown in 15] that if the curve segments are of very di erent lengths, then randomization together with stopping rules cannot signi cantly reduce the computational complexity either. To handle such cases Xu and Oja 15] propose a method to remove points that vote for a curve after the curve has been detected. This yields computationally the least expensive randomized HT algorithm. Its major shortcoming is that it cannot recover from false positives. If a false curve is detected, then the chance of detecting a false curve in the next step increases and in many cases the correct curves can no longer be recovered. We argue that it is impossible to decide whether a curve is false or true, and thus to remove points immediately after a curve has been detected. Only at the end we will know which points are best explained by which curve. Most data windowing techniques use very simple windows, e.g. discs or squares. For sparse input data or for more complicated parametric curves than straight lines and ellipses, it is usually impossible to construct a xed window that admits the detection of the curve. In addition, noisy input data renders simple windowing useless because points which are close to each other do not describe the curve very well.
All variants of the HT use some quantization and thus, even if a noise model is known, the results are not as exact as they could be. In 6] the authors have addressed this issue by adding a parameter optimization to their hypothesis testing HT.
Last but not least, all the HT methods can only extract one type of parametric curves at a time. In most realistically complex scenes at least two types (e.g., straight lines and ellipse arcs) are needed to explain a scene su ciently well. Sequentially applying a straight line HT and then an ellipse HT does not solve the problem because there exists no mechanism to decide when a straight line is explaining the data better than an ellipse arc. In addition, the computational complexity even for the most e cient HT algorithm becomes enormous if only a fraction of the pixels belongs to curves of one type.
RANSAC 1] has been less exhaustively discussed in the literature than the HT. Its computational complexity su ers from the same combinatorial explosiveness as the HT. We do not discuss it in detail because the disadvantages of using segmentation or windowing to speed it up are the same as for the HT.
Our algorithm overcomes most of the above mentioned shortcomings or at least mitigates them.
Algorithm
First we have to choose the set of admissible parametric curves; e.g., straight lines and ellipses. Usually the number of di erent types is small, but it does not have to be one as for the HT and RANSAC. For each type we have to be able to compute its parameters given a k-tuple of edgels (k = 2 for straight lines and k = 5 for ellipses) and the distance from an edgel to a curve.
A greyscale image is passed to our algorithm which extracts parametric curves in a 5-step procedure:
1. Extract the edgels and their tangent direction. We use Canny's method. 2. Explore the data using all admissible types of curves. The exploration procedure has a mechanism that drives the search for new curves into areas where no curves have been tted so far and another mechanism that helps it not to get caught in areas where there are no curves. The exploration produces a list of hypotheses, i.e., candidate curves for the description of the scene. The details of our exploration scheme can be found in section 3.1. 3. Select a set of curves from the hypotheses such that they explain the scene with minimal description length. We discuss this optimization problem in section 3.2.
4. Use the selected curves as the initial values of a modi ed least squares algorithm in order to improve the accuracy of the selected curves. Section 3.3 explains how the least squares algorithm has to be modi ed to become robust. 5. Repeat the selection process (as in 3). This is necessary because di erent curves can converge to almost the same curve during the tting.
Exploration
We believe that an exploration scheme should explore the data to nd rough estimates of curves that could be useful to interpret the data. It should use all admissible types of curves with as little as possible reasoning about the signi cance of the detected curves. Any curve that satis es minimal conditions is accepted as a hypothesis. The selection that follows the exploration decides in a global way which hypotheses are needed to explain the scene. The lack of a selection procedure and the necessity to lower the computational complexity forces randomized HT methods to decide soon after a curve has been detected whether it is a true or a pseudo curve (see 15] ). Such decisions are made on the basis of purely local information and thus, they are inferior to our selection which is a global reasoning process.
To de ne the minimal conditions that a curve must satisfy in order to qualify as a hypothesis we have to de ne how we assign edgels to curves. We say that an edgel P supports a curve C if its distance from the curve is less than a xed threshold dist and the absolute value of the angular di erence between the tangents at P and at the closest point to P on C is less than ang . It is usually no problem to derive reasonable values for dist and ang from the knowledge of the sensor that captured the image and the operator that was used to produce the edgels. It is essential to use the tangent information to make the assignment of edgels to curves robust in the neighborhood of intersections.
Hypotheses If the support of a curve C of type t is larger than a threshold s t , then C is accepted as a hypothesis. For each hypothesis we store the curve type, the parameters, and the supporting edgels with their errors. The threshold s t can be small because the selection procedure is able to remove pseudo curves. This enables us to accept large and small curve segments as hypotheses without the danger of including many pseudo curves in the nal result. This is a major di erence to RANSAC in which the consensus threshold has to be relatively large to prevent the acceptance of an overwhelming amount of pseudo curves.
To generate a hypothesis we draw a random k-tuple from a subset of all edgels, check whether it de nes a curve and whether the support of the curve is large enough to accept it as a hypothesis. The key idea of our exploration scheme is the dynamic, data-driven choice of the subsets from which we draw the k-tuples. It allows us to detect both large and small curve segments. In addition, the use of our data-driven subsets bears signi cant computational advantages. The following characterization of an e cient exploration leads us to the de nition of the subsets:
1. We do not want to use a k-tuple which we previously checked. We want to achieve this without keeping a list of all the k-tuples that we have used so far. 2. We do not want to re-discover exactly the same curve multiple times.
Without explicitly mentioning the above goals, the authors of 15] and 3] implemented them by removing the supporting edgels of a detected curve from the data set. As we have explained in section 2, this results in an algorithm which cannot recover from false positives. To avoid this serious problem we try to achieve the above mentioned goals in a much more exible way by using frequency vectors. For each curve type t we maintain one frequency vector F t and all hypotheses share one frequency vector F h . The frequency of the j-th edgel e j is recorded at position j in each of the vectors and thus, the length of the frequency vectors is the total number of edgels in the data set. The frequency vector F t records how often which k-tuples of edgels have been used to nd a curve of type t, i.e., it is a k-tuple history. The vector F h records how often which edgels have been supporting a hypothesis, i.e., it is a history of hypotheses. To nd a new curve of type t we randomly check k-tuples among the edgels which have the least frequency in F t + F h .
In detail, we x three weights w 1 w 2 w 3 . If we attempt to detect a curve of type t in the current iteration, we update the frequency vectors as follows. We choose a random k-tuple r = (e r 1 ; e r 2 ; : : : ; e r k ) from the subset determined at the end of the previous iteration. If r does not de ne a curve of type t or the curve does not satisfy the minimal conditions to be a hypothesis, then we increment F t (r 1 ) by w 1 . If r de nes a curve of type t with m supporting edgels e j i (1 i m s t ), then we store this hypothesis and increment F h (j i ) by w 2 for all e j i 's and F t (r l ) by w 3 for all e r l 's. The smallest f such that the set fe j j F t (j) + F h (j) fg has at least s t elements de nes the subset for the next attempt to nd a curve of type t.
Initially all the frequency vectors are 0. Let us say that curves of type t need p t parameters. We switch the curve type if we have found a hypothesis or we have spent p 2 t iterations looking for one. This accounts for the fact that the di culty of detecting a curve increases with the number of parameters. We stop the exploration when all edgels have su ciently often been used, i.e., the minimum frequency min j (F t (j) + F h (j)) > max t p t . F h forces the algorithm to explore the data set where the edgels have not been used recently to support a hypothesis. F t forces the algorithm to change the subsets of edgels from which we choose the k-tuples even if no hypothesis can be found for some period of time.
Selection
The exploration will most likely produce more curves than are needed to describe the scene. Because it does not reason about the data set, it is possible that the same data will be explained with di erent hypotheses. Here we explain how we select those hypotheses that explain the data set well. We follow the approach proposed in 8] and 9]. The task of obtaining a subset of the candidate curves is de ned as a selection procedure which selects those curves that produce the simplest global description. The principle of simplicity has a long history in psychology (Gestalt principles), and the formalization of this principle led in information theory to the method of Minimum Description Length (MDL), which has recently found its way to computer science, including computer vision (see for example 11]). According to the MDL principle, those curves are selected from the set of hypotheses that describe the data with the shortest possible encoding. Curves that provide an e cient encoding should encompass a large number of data points and have a high value of the goodness-of-t measure.
Next we describe the objective function which encompasses the information about the competing hypotheses and the optimization procedure which selects a subset of them.
Objective Function Let n be the number of hypotheses and let the binary vector h denote a set of hypotheses in which a 1 at position i indicates the presence of the i-th hypothesis and a 0 its absence in the nal result. The objective function, which is to be maximized in order to produce the \best" description of the scene in terms of hypotheses, is a quadratic form hQh measures the deviation of the edgels e from the curves C i and C j . The constants K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 are appropriate weights 8].
The diagonal terms express the cost-bene t value for the hypotheses and support our intuitive thinking that an encoding is e cient (description is simple) if the number of data points described by a curve is large, the error-of-t is low, and the number of curve parameters is small. The o -diagonal terms encode the interaction between the hypotheses, which may have non-empty intersections of support. The objective function takes into account the interaction between di erent hypotheses. However, like Pentland 11], we consider only all possible pairs of hypotheses and the interesections of their support.
Solving the Optimization Problem We have formulated the problem in such a way that its solution corresponds to the global extremum of the objective function. Maximization of the objective function is a combinatorial optimization problems (quadratic Boolean problem). Since the number of subsets h is 2 n , it is usually not tractable to explore them exhaustively. Thus, the exact solution has to be sacri ced to obtain a practical one. It turned out that if the input can be described well by the chosen set of admissible curves, then we obtain reasonable solutions by a direct application of the greedy algorithm.
The algorithm is simple: We start with the state in which no curves have been selected. The initial value of the objective function is 0. A successor state is formed by adding a not yet selected hypothesis to the current description. The selected curve is the one which contributes the most to the value of the objective function. The process of adding hypotheses to the current description is repeated as long as the value of the objective function can be increased.
In other words, the hypotheses are selected in the sequence that corresponds to the size of their contributions to the objective function, which is equivalent to applying at each stage of the algorithm the winner takes all principle.
Fit
After the selection we have good estimates of the curves that can be used to explain the set of edgels. Since it is our goal to accurately describe the set of edgels with parametric curves, we use these curves to initialize a robust tting algorithm. The modi ed least squares approach presented in 14] is suitable for this purpose. If the initial values are good enough it converges with high accuracy to the local maximum likelihood position and it can handle data containing more than 50% outliers. Most other robust tting techniques sacri ce accuracy for robustness and do not converge to a local maximum likelihood position, e.g. median methods 12] .
The principle of the modi ed least squares approach is simple: Based on the statistics of the errors, one decides after each iteration of a standard least squares algorithm which edgels are included in the next iteration.
We make two extensions to the algorithm described in 14]: 1. To increase the robustness we use the tangent information of the edgels. This is done in the same way as in the hypothesis generation (see section 3.1). 2. The original algorithm was applied to scenes which contain only one curve. If we want to apply it to scenes containing many curves, we have to change the statistical procedure to determine the edgels that are going to be included in the next iteration. In 14] the edgels with errors in the interval are used in the next iteration, where and are the mean and the standard deviation of the errors, respectively. The factor remains constant over all iterations. We use the same formula expect that and are the mean and standard deviation of the edgels that support the curve at the current iteration.
Results
For many applications it su ces to describe the scene in terms of straight lines and ellipses. Thus, for all the examples presented in this section the set of admissible curves consists of straight lines and ellipses. We parametrize the straight lines using a point and a unit vector. The distance from an edgel to a straight line can be computed with a dot product. To parametrize the ellipses we use the focal points and the large axis. This parametrization has two advantages: a) It admits an e cient and good approximation of the distance from an edgel to an ellipse (see 14]). b) It is easy to compute the tangent at an edgel because it halfs the outer angle of the two straight lines going from the edgel to the focal points. We set the weights in the exploration to w 1 = 1, w 2 = 10, and w 3 = 100. For the parameter in the stopping rule we use = 3. The weights in the selection procedure are set to K 1 = K 3 = 1 and K 2 = 0:01. We use 2.5 for which controls the bandwidth during the tting. We set the distance threshold dist to twice the interpixel distance and the tangent threshold ang to 10 o . The rst data set, containing three partially occluded ellipses, stems from 12] (89 edgels). In order to be accepted as a hypothesis a straight line must have at least 4 and an ellipse arc at least 10 supporting edgels. To demonstrate the robustness of our algorithm, gure 1 displays the results of two separate runs on this data. In the rst run the exploration generated 1 straight line and 9 ellipses testing 278 k-tuples. Columns left to right: The hypotheses generated by the exploration, the selected hypotheses and the nal result after the modi ed least squares tting.
This time the exploration examined 323 k-tuples. The two sets of hypotheses are clearly di erent. Notice that the straight lines which are tangents to the ellipses are not selected to explain the data. Looking at the smallest ellipse in the rst run, it is apparent that we need a tting stage to improve the accuracy. Since the selection provides good initial values, the modi ed least squares tting converges very quickly; all the ellipses were tted with less than 10 iterations. The nal results of the two runs are visually indistinguishable and the accuracy is far better than the one produced by a special HT method in 12]. In addition, the method in 12] requires about 3 to 5 times more iterations than our algorithm. For the second example we choose 5 concentric ellipses and intersect them with two straight lines (see gure 2). In order to show that our algorithm can handle dense input, we do not subsample the edge data (1288 edgels). We set the minimal support for a straight line and an ellipse arc to 20 edgels. The exploration tested 29,056 k-tuples and produced 41 straight lines and 45 ellipses. From these hypotheses 4 straight lines and 8 ellipses were selected as input for the tting algorithm. Notice that at this stage two ellipses and one straight line are used to explain the largest ellipse. Due to the robustness of the tting algorithm, these two ellipses both converge to the same ellipse and the nal selection process selects one of them. This shows that a nal selection process is needed. The tangent on top of the largest ellipse is the only aw in the nal result. This is caused by the greedy selection algorithm which cannot remove a curve which it selected earlier. We plan to replace the greedy selection by a more sophisticated selection scheme. This example demonstrates that our algorithm can extract large and small curve segments at the same time and that even if only a small fraction of the edgels belong to one curve type (the lines), it is able to detect them. The selected hypotheses (left), the nal result (right).
Conclusions
We have presented an e cient and robust method for extracting parametric curves from edge images. In contrast to classical robust techniques like HT and RANSAC, our method is able to concurrently work with di erent curve types. We have also shown that the data-exploration combined with the selection procedure can significantly decrease the computational complexity of the method without sacri cing the robustness. The examples shown demonstrate that our algorithm is robust and produces highly accurate results for both dense and sparse edge sets. Since the method is general in its scope we intend to extend it in two directions. One is to add additional parametric curves, and the other to apply the method in other domains (e.g. range images, stereo images) using parametric surfaces. Currently, the weakest point of our approach is the greedy selection. We are in the process of testing a more sophisticated selection scheme which will replace the greedy selection.
